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HISTORY OF THE BREWING I~DUSTRY 
IN THE UNITED STAT~S 
Introduction 
.The scope of .this study will incorporate two areas of 
geography not usually dealt with simultaneously, economic 
and cultural. The quantity of beer produced and the loca-
tion of its production are topics of an economic nature. 
Variance in the amount of consumption over time and space 
can be studied quantitatively. It is more difficult to as-
certain the effect of many cultural groups within the nation 
on the amount of consumption. 
Food and drink are one part of cultural heritage im-
printed on America by generations of immigrants. The pat-
tern created by the consumption of different food and drink 
has been of interest to market analysts for a long time. 
The study of these habits is also helping other disciplines 
discover the imprint of many ethnic groups on the American 
cultural landscape. 
Colonial and Revolutionary War Years 
During colonization of America a brew house was one 
1 
2 
of the first· structures to appear il;l a settlement, and suf-
ficient beer for the voyage from the old country was the 
Staple most requested from the company that supported the 
colony. "The Governor and Council p~ Virginia advertised 
in 1609 for two brewers to be sent }:o the Colony" (10., p. 4). 
The romantic and historical John Alqen was not originally a 
member of the Plymouth Colony but a c;::ooper "who had osten-
sibly been hired only to look after the hogshead of beer 
during the west bound voyage, [and] decided to stay in the 
New World" (10, p. 9). 
Beer was difficult to ship, thu~ malt originally was 
imported from England. Soon barley ras ptanted in large 
enough quantities to supply the locals for home and commer-
cial brewers. 
Tavern keepers purchased their peer from a "common 
brewer" (commercial) and a ceiling price per quart was im-
posed by the governor and company of the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony. The "common brewer" had tq pe licensed and the 
price also was fixed (10, p. 11). Stringent rules also 
regulated the quality of the beer. 
Though the Dutch colonized later than the English, they 
were quicker to take advantage of the beer needs of their 
citizens and imposed licensing and tfiX regulations early. 
Beer was used as a trade item with tpe English colony of 
Virginia in the 1640s (10, p. 21). "any of the names still 
{ 
associated with the Dutch origins of;New York and New Jersey 
such as Van Rensselaer, Van Cortlandt:, Kip, Beekman, and 
3 
Rutgers, were owners or operators of commercial brewing con-
cerns. Brewing was a viable industfY and according to Baron 
(10, p. 23) there were at least ten commercial brewers in 
New Amsterdam when the British took over the colony in 1664. 
In spite of the firm beginning in America, the brewing 
industry.suffered setbacks. In the ~ritish colonies, rum 
imported from the West Indies becam~ very popular. Rum's 
popularity resulted in less consumption of beer. In 1700 
the New York Provincial Legislature passed: "an act for the 
Incouraging (sic) the Brewing of Beer and making Malt within 
this Province" (10, p. 47). Later in the eighteenth century, 
~ ; 
New York and Philadelphia regained ~~portance as beer ex-
porting centers. Georgia and Virgipia imported most of 
their beer because the grains needed·for brewing were not 
grown in sufficient quantity. 
Reacting to British taxation measures such as the Reve-
nue Act of 1764, and the Townshend A¢ts, many brewers sup-
ported boycotts and non-importation agreements. They also: 
"refused to supply English troops stationed in that colony 
with salt, vinegar and beer" (10, p. 91). Increase in th~ 
production of hops and barley, as w;i.-t;:h most other goods, was 
encouraged by non-importation agree~~nts. 
Many brewers continued to prodpce throughout the war 
years, although barley was scarce. 9upplying troops with 
their promised daily ration of beer was always a major prob-
\ 
lem, and at times impossible. 
Post Revolutionary War Industrial 
Development 
The years following the Revolut~onary War, 
. . . village breweries continued in operation 
with equipment and a.volume of;business hardly 
exceeding those of a village baker. Until 1850, 
however, America manufactured inqre spiritious 
than fermented beverages, and it was not until 
ten years later tha~ malt liqubrs gained the 
definite ascendancy they after~qrds maintained 
(10, p. 113). . 
4 
Hoping to discourage continued use 9f "ardent spirits" much 
encouragement was given to home brewing. Many articles were 
/, ; 
written for this purpose such as "E~~ects of Ardent Spirits 
upon the Human Body" in 1784, by Drr Benjamin Rush, signer 
of the Declaration of Independence. 
Massachusetts and New Hampshir~ both passed laws to en-
courage the growth of the beer indur~ry. They also stipulat-
ed that any person erecting a build~ng for the purpose of 
brewing in those states was to be ~~~:x;empted from all taxes 
of every kind and nature that may be assessed under the au-
thority of the State" (8, p. 41). 
In 1810, then Secretary of the Treasury, Albert Galla-
tin, declared malt liquors as a firmly established industry. 
Some states were already emerging a~ large volume brewing 
states. 
There were in all, .132 breweries, producing 
annually about 185,000 barrels ;(31-1/2 gals. 
each); of these, forty-eight were in Pennsyl-
vania, forty-two in New York and thirteen in 
Ohio. The population at that time was just 
over seven million (10, p. 123).; 
In spite of the encouragement to beer producers, the 
industry did not grow until the middle of the nineteenth 
oerttUry. The most important growth factors include: "the 
introduction of German beer, and the widescale success of 
5 
the steam engine and its consequent :mechanization of indus-
trial processes" (10, p. 124). 
The early 1800s brought the rise of temperance move-
ments in the United States. Associated with various reli-
gious groups, they originally were concerned only with limit-
ing the use of strong liquors, but eventually they included 
wine and beer in their attacks. Many-people joined this 
movement and though it was not politipally aligned it did 
cause legislatures of several states in 1850-54 to pass Pro-
hibition bills. Most were repealed after a few years. 
Reasons for the decline in the Prohibition movement 
were: (1) more atte-ntion given to ab9lition during the era, 
and (2) ·unenforceable Prohibition law~ (10, p. 198). Appar-
ently the movement did not discourage·brewers from opening 
new businesses. Many of those starte<,l during the period are 
still in existence today. 
Milwaukee developed as a major "J;>rewing city" with the 
establishment of Schlitz, Blatz and f'ifllers during the 1840s 
and 1850s. A place of prominence in the industry was gained 
by Milwaukee shortly after most of Cpfcag·o 's breweries were 
' ; . ' 
destroyed in the fire of 1871, and b~~r needs of the city 
were met by most of the Milwaukee firms. 
I 1 
I 
The Civil War brought a new formiof taxation, the 
6 
Internal Revenue Act of 1862. One ~ollar a barrel was col-
lected in tax and each brewer also was required to pay a 
~ : 
license fee. Grievances with certa~~ provisions of the act 
,, 
(e.g. government intention to colle9t taxes on beer brewed 
before the act went into effect) prp~pted a meeting of brew-
ers in 1862. The formation of the pnited States Brewers As-
·Sociation in 1864 was one outcome of • the meeting. Strength-
ened by their unity, the association held its ground against 
renewed Prohibition movements for ov~r 50 years. It also 
represented the industry before Congress and the Internal 
Revenue Office with forerunners of modern lobbyists. 
Pre-Prohibition Ye~rs 
Many inventions and innovations helped the brewing in-
dustry grow during the post-civil w.af' years through the end 
of the 1800s. The extensive rail s.y~tem that was developing 
encoura9ed the already major breweri~s to expand their con-
sumer areas by shipping their products packed in ice. 
Branch offices and warehouses were established in major 
cities for the distribution of the products, and the compa-
nies changed from local to national breweries. 
Techniques in brewing also were perfected during the 
1800s. Brewing always had been a bu~iness with many risks 
involved. There were no guarantees pver quality of barley, 
; 
hops, water, as well as problems in handling and storage. 
Louis Pasteur spent much of his•time studying the pro-
perties of yeasts, fermentation, an,dbacteria because of his 
fascination with micro-organisms, esP,ecially those that 
cause disease. Baron (10) noted Pa~teur also 
. . . wished to place the Frenph brewing industry 
on a level with the German whiob had always been 
superior. Pasteur's main contribution was to 
prove that the so-called 'disea$es' of fermenta-
tion were caused by bacteria, ~nd that a yeast 
free of bacteria produced a fer~entation free of 
disease. The practical result~'of his research 
into bacteria was the process which was at first 
called 'steaming' and then 'pa~teurizing': that 
is, the heating of the finished:product at tern-· 
peratures high enough to kill ~+1 harmful micro-
organisms or bacteria that might still exist in 
it (p. 238). . : 
7 
American brewers were slower tpan Europeans to adopt 
scientific developments, but brewer~ with a national market 
could not afford to lag behind~ The Schlitz Company im-
ported pure yeast from Copenhagen ip 1883,and Pabst did 
the same in 1887 (10, p. 240). Pabst also hired a research 
chemist. Most other breweries rapid+y adopted the new ideas 
when it was learned that the changes would ensure uniformity 
of their products. 
Mechanization changed many asp'ec;::ts of brewing, the use 
of conveyor belts, bottle washing, sterilizing and bottle 
' . 
filling machines, took formerly hea~y jobs and made them 
~ j. 
suitable for women. This pleased manufacturers because 
, 
women could be paid less than men and they did clean, fast 
! \ 
work. Horizontal growth (e.g. expap~ion directly related 
to the production such as: glass m,a~ing, bottling) was also 
a logical step. Until the late 1800s, brewers by law could 
! 
not bottle their product on the pre~~ses of the brewery. A 
bottling company had to be hired to ~andle the task. Soon 
8 
large breweries established separat~ buildings for bottling, 
' 
and a few even made their own glass for the bottles. 
As breweries were increasing tt;teir capacity and consum-
er areas, Prohibitionists once again were gaining followers 
and strength throughout the country. There were many dif-
ferent organizations :with one common goal: Prohibition. 
The Anti-Saloon League was the most PcOWerful of the organi-
zations. Many persons in various elected offices, from the 
i, • 
local to the national level, owed tl;leir jobs to Prohibition 
supporters. By 1913, 12 states had ~nacted Prohibition leg-
i 
islation. 
The 1916.national election prod-qced so many "dry" mem-
~, ' 
bers of Congress that Prohibitionist~ were assured of intro-
I 
duction and passage of the "Probitibition Amendment." In-
volvement in.the European war was foreseen at this same 
time. Several bills were introduced 'that would make the 
' 
use of any food material for the man~facture of alcoholic 
beverage illegal. Anti-German feel~:qgs were manifested by 
boycotts of Beethoven, Brahms and b7er (10, p. 306). By 
January 16, 1919, the required 36 st~tes had ratified the 
Eighteenth Amendment which was to gq .into effect in one 
year. The National Prohibition Ameqdment had been. launched 
under the stress of the war psycholqgy and the stampede 
-; . 
created by the Anti-Saloon League (8,~ p. 159). 
Not being sure how long the ne~ amendment would last, 
brewers had to find new products in order to stay in busi-
ness. ·Many breweries contined to brew beer but then 
9 
de-alcoholized it, making "near-bet:lr." Some companies 
' ~ 
turned to ice-cream, malted milk or malt syrup, chocolates, 
even spaghetti and macaroni product;:.s·. Breweries that could 
not afford to diversify had to clo~e and cease all opera-
tions. 
The law proved to be very unpopular and quite unenfor-
ceable. The new Congress of 1933 found repeal a logical 
step for the jobs and the revenue ~t would produce. Beer 
became legally available again for P,ublic consumption on 
April 7, 1933. Breweries that had continued to produce 
beer-like products, of course, had an advantage over more 
diverse companies, "by June of 193~, some1 thirty-one brew-
j 
ers were back in operation" (10, p~ 323). 
Advancement in bottling and extensive use of delivery 
trucks had occurred during the int~rim. The changes were 
very prohibitive to the operations o.f small breweries. 
Even with the obstacles, there wer~ 756 licensed brewers by 
June of 1934 (10, p. 323). 
CHAPTER II 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Production of beer is a major industry in the world, 
and the United States is the world'~ leading producer. Over 
172 million barrels, of 31 gallons ~ach, were produced in 
: i 
the United States in 1977 (15, p. 11~. Beer production and 
consumption has increased steadily since the repeal of Pro-
~ : 
hibition, however, the number of br~weries has steadily de-
creased from over 600 in 1935 to 93 in 1977. 
Small family-owned breweries were once as much a part 
\ 
of American towns as the local bakery. Prior to the Eigh-
teenth Amendment to the Constitution, which made beer ille-
gal to produce, sell, etc., there we~e approximately 1,250 
breweries. Prohibition forced many Qf these to close or to 
convert to another type of business (soft-drink, near-beer, 
warehousing, etc.). Similar to the 4isappearance of local 
bakeries, local breweries have almost disappeared from the· 
cultural landscape of America. 
Purpose 




state to state variations in the pro4uction and consumption 
of beer since repeal. The change within the brewing indus-
try and the resulting changes in the location, size, and 
concentration of breweries also will be studied. 
Statement of the P~9blem 
What is the state to state variation in the consumption 
of malt beverages? Why do these differences occur? 
Why has the number of breweries dwindled while consump-
tion and production have steadily in¢reased? What factors 
have had the most affect on consump~ion and its relationship 
to production? 
Basis for Stud~ 
In 1974, Wilbur Zelinsky (82) suggested studies be done 
' ' 
dealing with a variety of consumer p~oducts: 
Although the geographic analys~e of patterns Of 
consumption is one of the more' ecandalously 
neglected phases of economic ge~graphy for an 
obscure variety of historical fl~d technical 
reasons (i.e. data) the potentlc;ilities would 
seem to be major (p. 147). , 
Data Study Area and Teqhnique 
Data from 1933 through 1977 us~q for the variables 
consumption and production of malt ~~verages on the state 
and national levels are from the Un~ted States Brewers As-
, l 
sociation publication Brewers Almanq.c. The annual volumes 




Disappearance of many breweries has made production 
. ! 
figures on a state basis difficult tQ obtain. Disclosure 
:\ 
of. production figures for a state haying only one or two 
breweries are not given to ensure cqnfidentiality. The 
data, for several such states, has p~en grouped since the 
early 1960s. 
Data for consumption and production are mapped on the 
state level for each ten year periop. .·from 1933 to 1977. 
Various data for 1975 and 1977 will be incorporated where 
available. The mapped patterns are then compared for vari-
ations that have occurred during th~ time period covered by 
the study. 
The General Linear Model proce~ure, an option of the 
Statistical Analysis System are used to test for the rela-
tionship between beer consumption pef capita and selected 
socio-economic independent variablef!+ Scatter diagrams are 
produced using this procedure for tp~ more important vari-
ables. All hypotheses were signific~nt at the .01 level of 
measurement. 
Definition of TeFms 
National brewery: Multi-locat~on plants owned by one 
company such as Anheuser-Busch, Sch;t~tz or Miller. 
Regional brewery: A company w~th one or a few brew-
eries and a limited distribution arrq. such as Coors or 
Schafer. 
Family brewery: A small compa~¥ in both production 
13 
and distribution which is usually limited to one state or 
even a part of a state such as Hullp~ or Haffenreffer. 
Concentration: Majority of prpduction of beer among a 
decreasing number of companies. 
Taxpaid Withdrawals: Beer sale~ on a state level as 
determined by taxes paid. 
Variables 
The dependent variable, consumption, is measured by 
taxpaid withdrawals (in gallons) of malt beverages by state, 
divided by the population of the state that is over 21 years 
of age. This figure produces a measure in gallons per cap-
ita of the beer drinking population.' 
The 50 states of the United States are used as the 
units of study. The data were obtained for the years 1940, 
1950, 1960, 1970 and 1975 from the United States Census 
Bureau. The number of breweries licensed to operate by 
state was taken from the Brew~rs Almanac. Information was 
not available for Alaska and Hawaii until they became states 
in 1960. Thus, they do not enter the analysis until that 
data. 
Certain variables were chosen with the expectation that 
they would help explain the change in consumption over time 
as well as the variations from state'to state. These vari-
ables are: (1) population over 21 y~ars of age, (2) income 
i ~ 
per capita, (3) percentage of the civilian labor force em-
ployed in manufacturing, and (4) median age. 
5 ;_ 
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Population over 21 is used bec~use in most states it 
is the legal age for purchase and consumption of alcoholic 
beverages. Although some states ma~e a distinction accord-
ing to alcoholic content by weight (3. 2 as opposed to great-
er than 3.2), data do not allow for this differentiation. 
Other states have changed the legal age during the time 
period covered by the study. A slightly lower consumption 
rate per capita would be produced d~e to the larger popula-
tion used as the divisor. Due to th,ese disparities, only 
population over 21 are used to main~ain uniformity of data 
through time for comparison purpose~. 
Income per capita has varied over tirlte and from state 
to state. If the increase in expenqable income and in-
creases in consumption coincide by ~tate, the former may 
; 
help to explain the latter. 
The variable "income per capita" gives an indication 
of the wealth of a population. The total population of the 
state is used for income while only the population over 21 
is used for consumption. This give~ a more accurate esti-
mate because the portion of the population that purchases 
and consumes beer is the same as tha't which supports the 
remainder of the population (younger and older non-income 
earners). 
Production of malt beverages by ~tate (given in millions 
of barrels of 31 gallons·. each) was analyzed to determine any 
. . ; ·: 
changes in the consumption patterns between 1940 and 1975. 
I I . -~ 
Total lack of production in many states in the 1975 data 
15 
made it necessary to use a dummy value of .001 in order to 
facilitate comparison. Some states have grouped production 
figUres. The grouped figure was th~l'l divided proportionate-
ly dependent on the number of brewer~es (family, regional, 
national) and previously available f~gures for the states 
with missing data. 
Beer and its consumption have had a masculine image 
for many years. Adverti~ing, until recently has typified 
this image. The notion of great qua~tities of beer being 
consumed by blue collar workers st~~ from this same image,. 
The variable percentage of civilian labor force employed in 
manufacturing is expected to test tp, validity of this 
concept. 
Median age was used to determin13 if there is a rela-
tionship between agedness of a population and the amount of 
' 
beer consumption of that population. Forty-one percent of 
beer in 1976 was consumed by persons·between 21 and 34 years 
of age ( 15, p. 5) , a change in median age may help to explain 
a change in consumption pattern. 
Statement of Hypotn~ses 
~ ' 
The following hypotheses were ~~sted for strength and 
' 
direction of relationship to consumpt;.ion. It is expected 
., 1 
that as per capita income increases ~o too will consumption 
of beer. 
Jobs in the secondary sector (:qtq.nufacturing) of the 
economy are usually associated with. ijigh salaries due to 
16 
strengthened labor unions and their demands. The percentage 
of the civilian labor force employed ;in manufacturing should 
' 
The lower the median age, the cpreater the beer consump-
tion. 
The greater the _population over 21 the greater the con-
sumption per capita. 
Beer has always been considere~-to be a market orient-
ed product, produced near its consum.i,ng market. It is ex-
pected then that the greater the co~sumption by state, the 
greater the number of breweries. A~~ociated with this would 
be the logical assumption that the greater the number of 
breweries the higher the number of barrels of beer produced 
in that state, and the higher the cp~sumption would be. 
States with high per capita con~umption would be expect-
ed to be the greater producers of t~e product. 
Review of the Litef~ture 
Most research concerning breweries and beer consumption 
has been done by historians, econom~sts, and business admin-. 
istrators. In geography, the only ~~udies have been of a 
historical or-cultural nature, with t;he economic aspects 
largely ignored. 
Stanley Baron (10) traced the ~~story of brewing from 
colonial days through battles with~~mperance societies, es-
' . 
tablishment of "regionals," to the Jp~riod following repeal 
! 
17 
and early moves made by "national" concerns. It is an ex-
., ~ 
cellent work that has proved valuabl~ as a foundation for 
most beer studies. 
The rise of one important United States brewer, Pabst, 
is recorded by Cochran (23). The l,ocation, Milwaukee, is 
shown to have been of primary importp.nce with its large Ger-
man population, and proximity to the grain shipping centers. 
Topics of special note include the importance of advertis-
ing, mergers, and "winning a national market." 
Economic studies of beer and breweries include those 
by Keane (45), Fisher (30), and Hatten (35). Keane shows 
the affect of the change in packagin~ of beer from kegs, 
used primarily for tavern consumptio:p, to cans (1937) for 
"off-premise" consumption. Income is pointed out as a fac-
tor in the varying location of consu~ption, with more af-
fluent drinkers preferring "off-pr~ise" consumption to 
' ' 
tavern consumption. Relations between labor, government, 
consumers and breweries are investigp.ted by Fisher as con-
tributing factors toward concentration within the industry. 
The brewing industry from 1952-1971 was the study area and 
time period used by Hatten (35) in his 1974 research. It 
was noted that mariy of the larger firms (i.e. Anheuser-
Busch, Schlitz) traded profit for growth (expansion) during 
! 
this era. 
Hatten's work focused on strategic decisions, especial-
ly those that produced "competitive advantage".within the 
industry. Most important factors were found to be advertising, 
1 ; 
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promotional expenditures and aggressive plant expansion. 
The latter was accomplished by: (1) increasing the capacity 
of existing facilities, (2) acquisiti~n or merger, or (3) 
construction of a new large capacity ~rewery in an area not 
already served by existing facilities. The last form is 
known as the "multiple plant strategy" and is shown in this 
study to have been the most advantagepus choice made by what 
are presently the five most influential American brewing 
concerns. 
In their 1974 study, Rooney and autt (68) equate beer 
consumption patterns with ethnic back~rounds and religion 
to explain variations in extremes in the United States. The 
change in packaging and the decline of the tavern also are 
! . 
discussed. 
Baldwin's (9) work is the most thorough study on beer 
by a geographer to date. The study area of Wisconsin was 
quite unique in that the state contains all three types of 
i 
brewing concerns, family, regional an~ national. Changes 
in consumption within the state that inay have had an affect 
on the brewing industry were not cove~ed in the study, how-
ever, topics such as economic and locational factors were 
only briefly covered or only as pertaining to the historical 
growth of the industry. 
CHAPTER III 
PATTERNS OF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION 
OF MALT BEVERAGES 
1933-1977 
Production of Malt Beverages; 
Repeal - 1949 
The mapped pattern for 19~5, the second full year of 
production following Prohibition, sh<;>ws New York as the 
greatest beer producing state (Figur~ 1) • New York produced 
over 17 percent of the 45,228,605 barrels in 1935. When the 
New York total is.added to the next three top producers, 
Pennsylvania (12%), Wisconsin (10%), and Ohio (6.6%), over 
50 percent of the total is accountea for. 
Almost every state had at least one brewery in 1935. 
Some of these were small family concerns with a very limited 
capacity such as those found in South Dakota, Georgia and 
Delaware where each produced just oyerr 5,000 barrels annual-
ly. 
The number of breweries is dif!icult to pinpoint, as 
;: ' 
many opened and closed faster than the government could 
record. An approximate number for :j.-933-1939 would be 600-
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Figure 1. Production of Malt Beverages by 




in operation was 595. Many of the smaller concerns found 
new bottling and canning apparatus too expensive and profits 
net as great as anticipated. 
Production by 1940 (Figure 2) increased to nearly 55 
million barrels with New York still the state producing the 
greatest portion (16%) of this total. Pennsylvania (11%), 
Wisconsin (10%), Illinois (6.8%), and Ohio (6.7%), along with 
New York still produced half the national total. 
Missouri nearly doubled its p~o~uction during the five 
year period from 1935-1940, gaining fourth position in Unit-
ed States production with 7. 8 perce;nt of the total. Other 
large increases were in Georgia whicp went from 6,000 bar-
rels in 1935 to 66.5 thousand barrels in 1940, and Texas 
i 
which also doubled its production. 
Impending involvement in the European war caused panic 
among brewers during the 1940s. This time, however, brewers 
' 
were united and maintained a strong lobby in Congress. Army 
reports were unveiled that proved beer consumption had a 
. i 
positive effect on morale and discipline. Production in-
creased and was deemed "~n essenti41 industry" by the War 
Labor Board in 1945 (10, pp. 333, 334). 
By the same year New York had increased its already 
high production by five million barr,ls and produced 16 per-
cent of the 8 6 million total barrels. (Figure 3) • Pennsyl van-
ia was second with 9.5 million follp'\"ed by Wisconsin (9.4), 
' 
Missouri (6.2), and Ohio (6.1). 
Simultaneously the number of bF~weries diminished by 
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1945 
24 
more than 20 percent (Figure 4}. In 1940 there were 595 and 
by 1942 only 462. Losses were grea~est in states that had 
the ~ost breweries, with New York a~d Pennsylvania losing 
17 and 19 respectively. Thougheveryone increased produc-
tion, none increased its number of breweries. 
' The major reason for these los~~s were increased costs 
' 
for operation and expansion of brewery capacity enabling 
market expansion. 
According to official statistics for the year 1939, 
the amount of money spent by b~eweries on plant 
and equipment was roughly $20,000,000. This is 
to be compared with the same c~~egory of expendi-
ture in 1947, when the total h~d risen about five-
fold to approximately $110,000~000 (10, p. 339}. 
. . I 
Production of Malt B~yerages 
. I 
1950-1960 
The first interstate expansion 9f a brewery concern 
ishing to increase its market potential appears in the data 
, I 
for 1950 as listed by the Alcohol Tpx Unit of the United 
States Treasury Department. Only Fa+staff Brewing Corpora-
tiontion had interstate branches du~ing the 1940s with two 
' 
locations in St. Louis and one each ~n New Orleans and Oma-
ha. By 1950 three other breweries expanded outside their 
! : 
original region either by building p new plant or by the 
purchase of an existing brewery (Fig~re 5} • Jacob Ruppert 
Company, a New York brewery opened pnother plant in Norfolk, 
Virginia. Schlitz and. Pabst Brewing Companies, both Mil-
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27 
to New York City and Pabst to New J~rsey. The decision 
seems to have been a good one for th~ latter two but the 
R~P~ert concern in Virginia was sol~ within five years and 
Ruppert continued with its single location plant. 
; ~ 
The increase in production ov~lf that of 1945 was only 
< , 
2.2 million barrels for 1950 (Figur~'6). But during the 
same five year period 83 breweries 9~scontinued operations. . ; ; 
Possibly this decrease was due to a post-war economic reces-
sian. 
A decline in production is noted in the mapped data: 
Northeast, New York, Pennsylvania, ~<?untain States .and Cali-
fornia all produced lower quantitie~ than
1
during the war. 
Growth continued in the Central and ~outhwest. For the 
first time Wisconsin led the nation in production and number 
two; New York was a half million bar~els less than Wisconsin. 
Missouri, Kentucky, Louisiana, Colo;r~do and Arizona also 
show significant increases over the all' time high production 
during the war. 
The smallest increase in produc~ion occurred between 
1950 and 1960. The total productiop figure for 1960 (Figure 
! . . 
7) was 93.4 million barrels, only 4r~ million barrels over 
i 
1950. New York was once again the +~ading state of produc.,. 
' ' 
tion, 600,000 barrels greater than Wisconsin. States follow-
' 
ing in order of production were Mis~quri, New Jersey, Cali-, , 
fornia and Pennsylvania. 
Expansion by brewing concerns was most active during 
f i 
this period (Figure 8). Falstaff mQ~e than doubled its 
' ,i : 
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number of plants through the addition of one in San Jose, 
California, one in Ft. Wayne, Indiana, and two in Texas (Gal-
vsstbn and El Paso). Anheuser-Busch added four plants to 
its single, St. Louis operation. These in Los Angeles; 
Newark, New Jersey;and Tampa and Miami, Florida. Carling 
Brewing Company operated plants in six states, Schlitz in 
five states and Pabst in four different states. All of 
these moves were made by firmly established breweries, all 
originally centered in the Milwaukee, Wisconsin, or St. 
Louis, Missouri, area, except for the Carling Brewing Com-
pany. Carling originated under Canadian ownership and began 
operation in Cleveland in .+933. Without the family origin 
(such as that of Anheuser-Busch or Shlitz~ and tradition 
associated with most major brewing concerns, Carling's own-, 
ers accepted the chain-brewery concept as early as 1954. An 
article in Fortune in 1959 quoted a company official as say-
ing that the "200 or so firms now ope,rating [in the United 
States] will be winnowed down to ten 'Or twelve, with Car-
ling's of course, as top dog" (52, p. 168). 
Expansion occurred from its historic center in Wiscon-
sin outward toward areas of greatest population, where east 
and west coast operations were started by what are now the 
industry's leaders (i.e. Schlitz, A. B. Carling). Also, 
new areas were penetrated where population and, therefore, 
consumption could be expected to increase such as Texas and 
Florida. 
32 
Production of Malt Bryerages 
1970 
Production increased by 41 milt!on barrels between 1960 
and 1970 bringing .total production tQ 134.650,000 barrels 
' ' 
(Figure 9). Production and sale of;~alt beverages had by 
i 
this time, 11 exceeded the previous y19ar and established a new 
all-time high for twelve years 11 (15, p. 1). 
Areas of largest increase are different than the his-
:~ ~' 
toric 11 beer belt 11 previously noted. Wisconsin, New York and 
New Jersey were still the leading st~tes of production but 
new areas rapidly were becoming prominent. T.exas had the 
f : i 
' 
greatest production increase, tripling its output during the 
ten year period. This· is a reflecti<;m of' the new breweries 
installed (or old ones bought) by major brewing concerns 
i ' 
that moved into the state during th~ early 1960s. Firms in 
Colorado increased their production'by 5.5 million barrels 
and those in California by 3.4 mill~qn barrels. 
Brewing companies also took st¢~s towards expansion dur-
ing the late 1960s, which resulted iJ;l further concentration 
of the industry. In the publicat..,ion "Breweries Authorized 
to Operate 11 for July 1970 (20) , the~~ was a total of 153 
breweries indicating a loss of 76 s!~ce 1960. Twenty percent 
~ ~ 
. ' 
of the operating breweries were ownr9 by four companies: 
Anheuser-Busch (8), Schlitz (8), Fa;t~taf-f (7) and Carling 
(7). Anheuser-Busch added four new·~lants in: Houston, 
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discontinuing operation in Miami); apd Merrimack, New Hamp~ 
shire. Schlitz added three new brew~ries during this peri-
od at Winston-Salem, North Carolina;.Longview, Texas; and 
Oahu, Hawaii. 
Miller BJrewing Company had been ~ single location opera-
tion {Milwaukee) until shortly after being purchased by 
Philip-Morris Incorporated in 1969. New leadership and fi-
nancial backing encouraged Miller to expand. It added a 
two million barrel capacity brewery ,in Azusa, California, 
and another in Ft. Worth, Texas (18). 
Production of Malt Beverages 
. I 
1977 
By 1977 the expansion trend had leveled off with only 
a few companies building new breweri~s and closing some of 
their antiquated plants {Figures 10 and 11) . More emphasis 
was devoted to vertical integratio~ ~ith many firms estab-
lishing or expanding aluminum can fa9ilities., hop and rice 
cultivation, by-products such as cattle feed and even recre ... 
ation facilities such as Busch Gardens. 
Carling had a total of six bre.w~ries after closing 
those in Atlanta, Georgia; Cleveland·, Ohio {their original); 
and Natick, Massachusetts. Another plant was added in Balti-
; 
more and one in Phoenix, Arizona. ~~e latter was their only 
i 
operation in the southwest which was.an area of growing con-
sumption. 
Miller opened its Fulton, New Y9rk, plant in 1976 with 
Source: The Brewing Industry in the United States, Brewers Almanac 
(15, p. 31). 
Figure 10. National Breweries, 1977 
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an annual capacity of eight million tparrels. Another brew-
ery is expected to open soon in Edep~. North Carolina. It 
was expanded while under constructip:n and has an expected 
capacity of 8. 8 milliom barrels. Alpr,ninum can plants are 
' ' 
located near each brewery which "re,s1,1lts in substantial 
cost savings for Miller" (63, p. 22)~ 
In November, 1977 Miller began <?Onstruction on a new 
five million barrel plant in Irwinda~e, California, which 
will replace the smaller old brewer.y in Azusa, California, 
when completed in 1980. Annual capa9ity in the existing 
Ft. Worth, Texas, brewery was increased to seven million bar-
t 
rels by 1979 (63, p. 6). 
Anheuser-Busch consisted of ten breweries in 1977 with 
annual capacity of 42 million barrels. Newest additions are 
Williamsburg, Virginia, opened in 1972 along with the third 
Busch Gardens. The most recent bre~~ry is located 40 miles 
northeast of San Francisco in Fairfield, California, and has 
an annual capacity of 3.2 million ~a~rels .. Busch also has 
..• nine company owned 'bee~ branches' which 
provide an income..;producing segfnent of the 
distribution system. These 'tie¢r branches' 
compliment the individual whole~alers and perform 
sales, merchandising ahd delivery services in their 
respective areas ( 3, p. 7) • 1 
These are located in or near heavily populated areas includ-
, I 
. ; ' 
ing: sylmar and Riverside, California; Denver, Colorado: 
Kansas City, Missouri; Chicago, Illipois: New Orleans, 
Louisiana; washington, D.C.; Newark,, New Jersey; and Cam-
'' bridge, Massachusetts. 
38 
Consumption Per Capita Over 21 
Examination of the 1940 per cap:i,.ta consumption map 
' 
(rigure 12) shows Wisconsin to be tp~ state with th~ high-
est consumption rate, over twice th~ national yearly average 
of 16.1 gallons per person. Michigfln, Maryland and New 
Jersey all with consumption rates o~ approximately 29 gal-
lons per person also stand out as high consumption states. 
~ ! 
The above average consumption tendency continued throughout 
the northeastern part of the United States, and through the 
"Manufacturing Belt," with the exception of Indiana (15.5), 
. : ! 
Ohio (22.4) and Iowa (16.3). Only three other states had 
I 
higher than average consumption in 1~40; Montana, Washington 
and Nevada. All other West Coast and Mountain states range 
. . 
from 15,7 gallons (Nebraska) to ll.S:gallons (Utah). 
The entire southern part of th~ United States is well 
below the national mean and contains all low consumption 
states. Highest among these was West- Virginia with 16.0 
gallons consumed per person. The W~$t Virginia average is 
only slightly below the national meaJ!l. Physically surround-
ed by high consumption states (such ~s Ohio, Pennsylvania 
and Maryland), Florida, Texas, Kent~~ky, Louisiana and 
Virginia are within one standard dev~ation below the mean. 
Lowest consumption levels are found ~n the traditional 
"deep south," especially Mississipp;i..(2.9 gallons) and Geor-
. gia (3.0 gallons). 
In 1950 (Figure 13) the mean ccp11sumption per capita of 
? f 
those people over 21 years of age fpli' the United States was 
<. 
i 
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24.0 gallons. Wisconsin and Michig~n are number one and two 
; \ 
where 41.9 and 38.4 gallons per person respectively were con-
~ : 
sumed. The increase in consumption pf eight gallons per per-
son from 1940 to 1950 may be attribp~ed to World War II. 
Many changes in American life style 9ccurred because of the 
war, and beer consumption may have p~en one of them. 
The northeast and north central states again appear as 
higher consumption areas than the reJpainder of the United 
States. Vermont and Iowa did not haye as much growth as the 
region as a whole. They are just below the national mean 
with 23.7 gallons and 23.0 gallons ~~spectively. Maine, 
·; 
though the lowest in this region, in9reased by 9.3 gallons 
I i i .: 
per person over 21. Indiana joined ~he higher than mean 
' group with 25.5 gallons per person over 21 consumed. 
Areas of most dramatic growth appear in the plains and 
mountain states. Missouri more than;tripled its consumption 
from 8.7 gallons per capita in 1940 to 26.7 gallons per 
capita in 1950. New Mexico more tha:t;1 doubled from 7.5 to 
19.9 gallons per capita in 1950, altpough it remained below 
) 
the United States mean. Consumption' in Arizona and Texas 
almost doubled during the ten year p~riod. 
The 1960 (Figure 14) indicates f slight decline in per 
capita beer consumption from 1950. ~his decline originally 
occurred between 1948 and 1949 when withdrawals decreased 
by 11 million barrels. The declin~ pontinued for about two 
! 
years and then leveled out during th~ 1950s. Consumption 
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Figure 14. Consumption Per Capita Over 21, 
1960 
withdrawals (95 million barrels: S~e Figure 4) were once 
again reached. The decline was not -visible in the 1950 
43 
frtap because withdrawals increased by: 30 million barrels. from 
the 1940 data. Before the decline, withdrawals had almost 
doubled from just over 53 million barrels in 1940 to almost 
97 million barrels in 1948. 
Wisconsin still led the United States in·consumption in 
1960 with 43 gallons per person over21. This is almost 20 
gallons above the United States meap of 23.5. Nevada became 
second with 39. 6 gallons per person, and Michig.an dropped to 
third with just over 35 gallons. Mic;:higan's consumption is 
actually three gallons less than the 1950 1 figure. All states 
in the "beer belt" remained higher .than average though con..:. 
sumption decreased by about four gal;t.ons per person. Vermont 
and Maine, however, each increased by two gallons per person. 
! ~ . 
In the Great Plains, slight incfeases also are apparent. 
California, for the first time was above the United States 
mean, and significant increases are found in Montana, A~izo-
• 
na and New Mexico. 
Surprisingly the deep south states had a growth in con-
sumption of about 1.5 gallons per person. ·States on the 
border of the manufacturing belt bo~~er (Kentucky, West Vir-
ginia, Tennessee) seem to have followed the trend of their 
l > 
northern neighbors with slight decre~ses in consumption. 
Information for Alaska and Haw~~i first became avail-
1 
able in 1960. The data indicates· tp~t Alaska was just above 
.• ! 
l 
the United States mean and Hawaii was substantially below it. 
44 
By 1970, average beer consumption in the United States 
had·increased to 31.0 gallons per person over the age of 21 
(ficture 15). Wisconsin still leads the country with 46.9 
gallons per person, followed closely by Nevada, New Hamp-, 
shire and Montana. New Hampshire sp9wed the greatest per 
capita increase in the country, 14.9 gallons per person. 
Vermont and Maine exhibit similar growth to that for New 
Hampshire. (12. 3 and 8. 7 gallons per ~erson). 
States that were just above the'United States mean in 
1960 (Indiana, Iowa and Missouri), had fallen one to two 
gallons below the United States mean'by 1970. This in part 
is due to the population of the thr~~ states growing older 
: 
due to out-migration of young people~ 
Areas of greatest increases between 1960 and 1970 are 
in the mountain states and the southeastern United States. 
< ' 
; i 
Oregon, Idaho, Colorado and New Mex~co just below the 
; ' 
) .' 
United States mean in 1960 were all *ell above it in 1970. 
. i 
Utah and California were the only s:t~tes in the western area 
that remained the United States mean in 1970. 
Religious restrictions and the effect. of them on the 
amount of intake are difficult to m~~sure. Differences 
attributable to religion in the two ~reas of the country are 
visible when the mapped pattern of \Leading Christian denomi-
:~ i 
; 
nations in the United States by coun~ies (Figure 16) is com-
pared to the consumption per capita ~ap (Figure 15). The 
southeastern United States with a pppulation of atleast 50 
percent Baptist by county has been am area of historically 
; ' 
i 
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(15, p. 31). 
Figure 15. Consumption Per Capita Over 21, 
1970 
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low consumption. Predominantly Monpqn Utah is a state where 
low consumption also can be attribu'!=-~d to adherence to reli-
gious restrictions toward alcoholic ~everages. 
• f>api.s'" 
E ""'or moo ... , 
Source: Jordan (41, p. 231). 
Figure 16. The Baptist a~d Mormon Areas 
of the United states 
! . 
The pattern in the south shows s.igns of change since 
1960. Beer consumption in the soutQ.eastern states of Missi-
. ( 
ssippi. Georgia, South Carolina and North Carolina doubled 
between 1960 and 1970. Significant ·ipcreases also were ex-
perienced by all the states surrounding the heart of Dixie. 
47 
More draught beer also has been consup1ed in these states 
' ' ~ 
than previously. Between 1970 and 1977, all of these states 
experienced an increase in sales of draught beer when sales 
of draught beer have been declining in most of the United 
States. This may be an indication t~at younger members of 
the population are frequenting taverns more than their eld-
ers, who were denied this form of social life.due to legal 
(Prohibition) or religious restrictions. 
Louisiana has been an exception to the low consumption 
pattern of the South resembling Texas in its consumption 
trends. Much of this difference is due to the early French-
Catholic se.ttlements and influence still dominant in the 
southern one-third of the state. 
Similar to the effect of religion on consumption pat-. 
terns, the ethnic origin of settlers in pcortions of the coun-
try also have an effect on the amount of consumption. The 
large number of German i:mnligrants in the mid-1800s introduc-
ed lager beer to the United States (see Chapter I). The in-
troduction of this lighter beer attr~cted many new consumers 
and became·the·most popular type of beer in the United States 
by 18 6 6 ( 10 , p • 18 9 ) • 
The distribution of major and minor concentrations.of 
German speaking people is shown in Figure 17. If this pat-
tern is compared to the pattern produced.for consumption per 
capita in 1970 (Figure 15) a strong association can be seen. 
The manufacturing belt arid upper-midW;est are shown as areas 
of German concentration and above-average beer consumption. 
The consumption of draught beer is ,a.tso above avevage· in 
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Iowa, South:Dakota, Nebraska and 
Kansas. 
Source: Jordan (41, p. 198). 
Figure 17. The Distribution of German 
Descendants ~n the United 
States 
48 
The influence on the brewing ip~ustry is still prominent 
' 
in the 1970s. All of the present ip~ustry leaders (Anheuser-
Busch, Miller, Schlitz, Coors) have ferman origins that stem 
from pre-Prohibition years. 
49 
Production of beer is also hig~,st in Wisconsin, a re-
~ ~ 
sult of historical inertia and Germari influence (5.3% of the 
' pbpulation in 1970). Formerly highproduction states have 
I . 
not retained the position they once·neld. The yearly in-
crease in production in Minnesota, ~~chigan, Illinois, Ohio 
and Pennsylvania is much less than th,at of California, Texas · 
t ' 
and Florida. New York and New Jersey once major. production 
J ~ 
states with German populations compftsing 2.8 and 3.1 per-
t 
cent respectively experienced decre~•es in production of 
over two million barrels between 19?.9 and 1977 ... 
:; ; 
. Consumption during 1977 reachefl'record highs in most 
all states (Figure 18) . Nevada had~~he highest adult rate• 
. ' 
with 56.7 gallons per capit:a consum:ec;I. TI:tis figure is 21.6 
gallons per capita above the United ?tates mean of 35.1 gal-
lons. New Hampshire is second with ?0.9 gallons per capita. 
It is also the only state in the northeast experiencing a 
I ;_ 
level of consumption extremely grea~~r than the national 
average. This may be attributed to :J_ower prices due to siate 
operated liquor stores and tourist trade (68,. p. 837). Wyo-
ming moved into third place followe~,by·Wisconsin, which 
slipped from its former lead in con!StpnPtipn status.· 
Many states showed marked incr~q.ses since 1970. Hawai-
ians increased their consUmption byit4.1 gallons per .person. 
. . . . ! . 
In part this increase cari be attributed to the increased 
; ·~ 
tourist trade during the seven year ~eriod, but it is not 
\ 
possible to exclude the portion con.¥~ed by tourists from the 
total consumed by people of the stat.~· This probably is true 
~ . r 
r::IIi] n 9 - 35 o 
~ 35 · - '1l..l. 
~::::·:::1 Lt ~ ~ - "19 . 3 
-~'i9 . 'i 
Source: The Brewing Industry in the United States, Brewers Almanac 
(15, p. 31). 





also in New Hampshire and Nevada whic;:q both increased more 
than most states during the same pef~Od. New Mexico jumped 
12.6 gallons per capita, from one st~ndard deviation above 
the national average to two standarc(i dev.iations and the rank 
of sixth in the United States in cop~umption. Alaska showed 
an increase of 8.3 gallons per capita, a reflection of the 
! ~ 
ch~nge in age structure which may b~ due to the increase 
caused by pipeline workers and in-$~Cfrants.during the inter-
vening years. Both California and Florida joined those 
; ( 
' states with above average consumptipn of beer. California 
' 
increased by 6. 7 gallons per capita ~hile Florida showed a 
gain of 7.8 gallons per capita. 
The southeastern United States continued to be the : ' 
lowest region of beer consumption. ~hese states did. show 
increases in per capita consumption fn direct proportion 
to the increase seen nationally.of ~~out five gallons per 
capita during the seven year span. 
In 1977 only three states were ~n the interval two 
standard deviations below the mean. "'est Virginia, Arkansas, 
and Utah. West Virginia showed the smallest increase in 
consumption, only 2.3 gallons per capita. Kansas, Oklahoma, 
and the southeastern states of Tenne~see, Mississippi, Ala-
bama, Georgia, North Carolina and So~th Carolina, all in-
creased from two standand deviations' below the mean to one 
i 
standard deviation below the mean. : Increases were greater 
than the United States average incre~se of four gallons per 
capita, and Alabama increased by 1~.2·gallons per capita. 
52 
Change in How Beer is Cpnsumed 
The tavern has played an important role throughout the 
history of beer in the United States. Originally beer was 
made in taverns and purchased for consumption on the prem-
ises and for home consumption. Taverns and inns were asso-
ciated with travelers in colonial times, but also served as 
meeting places for townspeople. 
German immigrants in the 1800s brought with them the 
tradition of "Bier Gartens;" essentially social meeting 
places but a place where beer was consumed. Germans usually 
took the whole family out to beer gardens, especially on 
Sunday afternoons (10, p. 181). This ideabecame very popu-
lar in the United States centering around areas with high 
percentage of German population. 
After Prohibition, people once again returned to taverns 
but not in numbers as strong as previously. Neighborhood 
bars then served as centers for local gossip, listening to 
sports.events on the radio, and related social activities 
while beer was consumed. 
The psot-Prohibition era in brew;ing brought many chan:Jes, 
most of these in the container used for packaging the pro-
duct. Formerly draught beer was all that was sold in tav-
erns and bottles were used for.home consumption. Then "Tav-
ern Keepers" also found it simpler to sell bottled beer. 
Draught beer, which is not pasteurized, requires special 
handling and has to be sold fast.· Th:e.draught equiJ;mlent has 
to be maintained; there is inevitable leakage and spoilage 
53 
and it is harder to keep a check on ~ployees when only . 
draught .beer is sold (10, p. 327). 
Technology changed the mode of qeer consumption. The 
canning of beer began in 1935. Because cans were less fra-
l : 
gile than bottles, transportation costs were lower for cans. 
' ' " ! 
Also, cans disposability made them pJreferable to bottles 
( ' 
wh.ic:ih had to be returned for deposit~ 
Since the introduction of cannfq_ beer, consumption of 
draught beer has decreased steadily: : In 1934, the first full 
year of production following Prohib;i.'t;:ion, 7,5 percent of all 
~ : 
f ' 
beer consumed was draught. The beer·can introduced in 1935 
caused a five percent decrease,in df'~ught'during the first 
year. By 1939 consumption was apprp~imately equal between 
~ \ 
draught and package, in 1977 only 1~ percent of all beer con-
sumed was draught. This chapter.shQws the change in mode of 
t 1 
'· ~ 
consumption over time and areas tha'{::were most or least 
i 
affected. 
The map for 1955 (Figure 19) i]\lqicates that states 
where beer consumption has been sho"'lf to be highest (Wiscon-
-~ 
sin, Pennsylvania, New Hampshire, C?~necticut and Rhode 
Island) are also the states where d~~ught (tavern) consump- · 
tion is above the national average. :. ,Areas of high draught 
consumption are not necessarily are~~ of high per capita con .. 
- ;_ ) 
sumption. Tavern consumption was still an important part of 
' ' 1 i 
social life in North Dakota, South Qq.kota, Nebraska, Kansas, 
: ' 
Io~a, Oregon and Washington. Surpri~ingly, due to religious 
. !. ~ ' 
\ 
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beer consumed was draught. In the ~quthern states, as with 
consumption in general, draught beeF'is a very small percen-
tage of the total consumption. Unf~:n;-tunately, states that 
' might be very interesting, such as California, Minnesota, 
~ 
New York, New Jersey and .Massachuse~ts do n:ot report figures 
; ; 
for packaged and draught beer. They report only for total 
consumption. 
When compared to the 1955 map, the 1960 map (Figure.20) 
indicating draught beer as a percen~~ge of total consumption 
shows the drop in percentage of draught beer consumed in the 
•! ; 
United States for the five year per~9d. 
: : 
The mean for 1960 
national consumption was 19.3 percent· S~ates previously 
shown to be high draught cons~ptiop ·. areas remain above the 
mean with the exception of New Hamp~hire, Michigan, South 
( . 
Dakota and Washington even showed a ~light increase. A few 
states that remain below the United States mean also showed 
significant increases in draught cop~umption. Among these 
are Nevada, Arizona, Mississippi, G~9rgia and Kentucky. 
By 1970 the United States draught beer average had 
i . 
fallen from 19~3 percent in 1960 to ~4.1 percent (Figure 21). 
' 
Wisconsin and Pennsylvania were aga.j.q. the highest though they 
both experienced decreases during·tJ;l~ ten year period (7.2% 
for the former and 10% for the latter). The number of states 
; ~ 
greater than the mean increased (16 ~n 1970 as compared to 
12 in 1960) because the percentage ~~ draught consumption 
' ! . 
did not drop as drastically in thes~ states as compared to 
the rest of the United States. Only two states, Arizona and 
Source: 
~-·~ =· . 
The Brewing Industry in the United States, Brewers 
Almanac (15, p. 31). 
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Idaho, that were above the United S~ates mean, showed net in-
creases in draught consumption. St~tes still below the Unit-
ed States mean -- those in which mor~ draught was consumed 
' . 
than previously -- include Nevada, Wyoming, Texas, Arkansas 
and Mississippi. The most significprit increase was in Okla-
homa's consumption of draught beer. At a time when most of 
the Uriited States was steadily decr~asing Oklahoma increased 
i ; 
by 7.1 percent in the ten year peri?9· 
A change in reporting, dividin~ sales by draught and 
package makes data available for Montana, Colorado and New .. 
; 
Mexico. Montana appeared 1.5 percent above the United Sta~s 
! 1 
mean whil~ Colorado was seven percept higherj neighboring 
New Mexico was almost seven percent' below average. 
Most southern states showed laFge decreases. Kentucky 
fell from 17.1 percent in 1960 to 6.? percent in 1970 while 
Virginia declined from 12.6 percent. in 1960 to 6.3 percent 
in 1970. South Carolina, Georgia and Florida lost 7.1 per-i . . . 
cent, 3.5 percent and 3.9 percent r~~pectively during the 
ten year span. 
The mean for draught consumption by 1977 (Figure 22) 
J • 
was _only 11.6 percent on the nationp.l level. The states with 
high consumption of draught are sum'itar to those with over-
all high .consumption with the except-ion of Nevada and New 
i 
Hampshire. ·Total consumption in these two states is the 
highest in the country. Both have a large influx of tourists 
which partially accounts for high cppsumption. New Hamp-
{ 
sho.re's lower tax (as mentioned prev~ously) accounts for an 
Source: The Brewing Industry in the United States, Brewers 
Almanac (15, p. 31). 
Figure 22. Draught as Percent of Total 
Consumption, 1977 
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an inflated figure in that state. Drfught consumption is 
much lower than would be expected which may represent a 
t~ertd of bar owners toward increased pse of bottles and cans. 
This has been found to more convenient, bottles and cans 
are easier to store, and less loss due to spoilage occurs 
when the tourist trade experiences slack periods. 
States of high consumption, Sich as Wisconsin, Penn-
sylvanis, Montana, Oregon and Washington, are also high in 
consumption of draught beer. The large percentage of Ger-
man stock in Wisconsin (5.3, the higqest in the United 
States} could explain some of this qll:antity (20, p. 132). 
Neighboring states of Iowa, South Dak;ota,; Nebraska and 
Kansas with 3.6, 4.0, 4.2, and 1.9 p~rcent of German stock 
respectively also have draught consUI~ption higher than the 
United States mean. These states al~o have experienced a 
decrease in draught consumption of fo,ur to five percent 
since 1970. Other states exhibiting a rapid decline in 
draught include Arizona, Utah, Nevadct and. Oklahoma. Al-
.though Arizona does have a brewery tije other states do not. 
~ 
Breweries in Colorado, California, T~xas and Oregon proba-
bly do not find it profitable to use·the space and special 
handling needed to ship kegs into th~se states, when cases 
of bottle or cans may replace kegs. 
Areas of increase in draught cor-,.sumption include Ver-
mont, Connecticut and Delaware. In ~even years 1970-1977 
Vermont showed an 8.8 percent increa~e while other states 
declined. The increase in Connectic~t and Delaware was not 
61 
as large but all are probably attri9~table to lowering the 
legal age for consumption of alcoholic beverages. 
The southeastern United States ~s also an area of in~ 
creased draught consumption but onlr:at the rate of one or 
two percent over seven years. This 90uld be attributed to 
less outmigration of persons between 18 and 35 than previous-
ly experienced in these states due t~ better job market 
(i.e. increased manufacturing) (20, l?· 42). 
CHAPTER IV 
·ANALYSIS 
During the early years covered, k?Y this study (1930s, 
1940s and 1950s) states with a strong manufacturing sector 
were the most economically stable. ~he residents of these 
states employed in.manufacturing benefited financially and 
.; i 
as their income increased, their halpits as consumers changed • 
.: ' I 
In the 1940s Rhode Island and <;::qnnecticut were the 
' ; 
states where the highest percent of.t;.he labor force was em-
ployed in manufacturing; 45.8 and 43.;5 respectively. Con-
' 
necticut was the third highest stat~ in per capita income, 
following Washington, D.C. and Delaware. .Consumption in all 
! ' 
. ' 
of these areas was also very high, WE!ll over two standard 
' ' 
deviations above the mean of 16.1. ·New York, New Jersey, 
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio, India~~' Illinois, Michigan 
j ' 
and Wisconsin all follow this same ~~ndency.· 
Beginning in the early 1960s aJ{lq continuing until now, 
. . . . 
tertiary activities have become an ~ncreasingly larger part 
of many states economic base. This.~hange produces an in-
crease in the high income brackets and an increase in all 
alcoholic beverages consumed, inclu¢i~ng beer. Since 1950, 
' , 




important in explaining consumption p~tterns (Table I) • 
r values 
TABLE I 












The research hypothesis was accepted though .the strength 
of the relationship has decreased over time. The increase 
in income per capita has not produced a corresponding in-
crease in consumption. This, however, may be due to the ex-
elusion of inflation rates through ti~e. 
Manufacturing in many states increased during World War 
II. States with .a large percentage of manufacturing grew 
and states not previously important became more industrializ-
ed. Income, however, did not follow the same pattern (Table 
II). 
There is a slight negative corr~lation (-.29) between 
I 
income per capita and percentage of ~abor force employed in 
\ 
manufacturing for 1975. This is qui~e opposite of previous 
years when there was always a positive relationship. This 
64 
is not to say that jobs in manufact~ring do not pay as well 
as formerly but that a strong manufc;1qturing base does not 




INCOME PER CAPITA AS RELATED TO 
PERCENTAGE OF LABOR';tORCE 











The same trend can be seen whep consumption per capita 
is compared to percentage of labor troce employed in manufac-
turing (Table III). The r value for··l940 was .38 and by 
1950 had become even stronger .48, a~ did values between con-
sumption and per capita income from .·74 in 1940 to .82 in 
1950. During the late 1950s and eaf~Y 1960s an economic 
recession caused a slight drop in cp11-sumption, this same de-
crease can be seen in r-values between consumption and per-
~ ~ 
centage of manufacturing. 
TABLE III 
CONSUMPTION CORRELATED WITH PERCENTAGE 
OF CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE EMPLOYED 
.IN MANUFACTURIN~ 












The direction of the relationship has reversed complete-
ly since 1950 when the strongest positive1r-value occurred. 
The state with the highest consumptiQn per capita in 1975, 
Nevada typifies the negative relatio~ship. The percentage 
of persons employed in manufacturing in Nevada was only 4.5 
percent of the labor force in 1975. North Carolina, the 
state with the highest percentage of persons in manufacturing 
(36.9) has a consumption rate approximately ten gallons per 
. I 
capita lower than the mean for the United States. New Hamp-
hire and Wisconsin are the only states that still reflect 
the trend of the 1950s, both have consumption rates just be-
low that of Nevada, and approximately 30 percent of these 
forces are employed in manufacturing. The research hypo-
thesis was correct for ·the early years of the study (1940s,. 
1950s) but must be rejected due to the negative c.orrelation 
in the 1970 and 1975 data. 
i 
The relationship between the amount of ·consumption per 
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capita and the median age of the population of a state also 
has changed dramatically over time (Tijlble IV) • The strong..-. 
est relationship was found in the data for 1950 when the 
United States median age was 30.2 yea~s, by 1970 this figure 
' 
was down to 28.1 years for the United States. While consump-
tion during this same 20 year period pas increased greatly, 
there is not relationship between the states with the high-
est consumption and the median age of the population in 
those states. The research hypothesi~ was rejected and the 
null accepted. The higher the median age the greater the 
consumption due to the strength of the relationship during 
the 1940s and 1950s, a time when medi;:in age was higher. 
TABLE IV 
CONSUMPTION CORRELATED WITH MEDIAN AGE 








Through the time period covered in this study there has 
been little or no relationship betwefl!ln per capita consumption 
and the greater than 21 population of a state (Table V) • 
r values 
TABLE V 














The value for 1970 was nearly (\)pposite the slight posi-, . 
tive figure for 1940, but even this ~rend disappeared in the 
1975 data. This variable may have :Peen more significant if 
~ l 
used as a percentage of total Unite~ States population on a 
state basis. The hypothesis was rej~cted due to the weak re-
~ ' 
lationship bet~een variables. 
The linearity of the relations~~p of the variables 
consumption and number of breweries l)elps to re-enforce the 
., 
idea that brewing is not as market oriented as it once was 
(Table VI). The pattern in r-value~' during the study 
period between these two variables, •· is the same as was found 
\ 
between consumption and income thou~ry the values are not as 
strongly positive. The value for 19~0 was stronger than 
; 
j ~ 
that for 1940, then remained approxi~ately the same (this 
'· > 
' j . .. : .. 
while most small breweries were being incorporated by larger 
7 ~ 
ones or discontinuing operations) •. ~y 1970 this relation-
ship decreased drastically in streng~h. The research hypo-
J : 
thesis was accepted. 
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TABLE VI 
CONSUMPTION BY NUMBER OF BREWERIES 










When prpduction was entered il(l"tro the analysis the trend 
of decreasing strength of relationsh~ps between variables 
over time, continued. In 1940 there e~isted a moderate pos-
itive relationship {.54) between con~umption per capita and 
; } 
production, meaning in many cases st:~tes with high per capi-
ta consumption were the same stateswhich were producing 
large quanti ties of the product. Cc;msolidation of breweries 
~ ~ 
in the intervening years has producrq a much weaker (.13) 
positive linear relationship. The :O:;t;pothesis was accepted. 
The relationship between the alflqunt produced by a state 
1· ·, 
and the number of breweries involved in this production has 
showed a great decrease in strength~ The r-value for 1940 
was .91, a very strong positive rel.tionship. States with 
a high production level were the sto11t;.es with a large number 
!. . 
of breweries. Brewery capacity has•~ncreased while number 
of breweries decreased during the s'l;:qdy period resulting in 
I . 
: ~ 
a weaker relationship. At present :fewer breweries produce 
. .! : 
a greater volume than at any previo1,1s time. The correlation 
. ~ 
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value for 1975 was .58. Therefore, hypothesis number six 
was accepted. 
Results of production and popuJ,.~tion over 21 correla-
tion exhibits the same pattern as tJ;l~ preceding pair. The 
relationship was very strong in 194~,: r = • 87 and decreased 
' " 
in strength, by 1975 the r-value was .55. It appears that 
soon after repeal breweries were morE! market oriented than 
in 1975. Many of the breweries that :discontinued operations 
were located in heavily populated a;-E!aS (e.g. Pennsylvania, 
• f 
Massachusetts, see Figures 1-3 and ~-7). The hypothesis 
was accepted. 
New Trends in the Brewing Industry 
' ' ; 
' and Consumption M~~ket 
Americans have been weight-conl15qious for many decades. 
In 1967, Rheingold, a New York area qoncern, introduced Gab-
linger's, a low calorie low carbohycjl~ate beer. Sales ini-
tially were very strong indicating ~ great market potential. 
Later sales were considerably lower, perhaps due to disap-
pointment in the product. 
attempts along this line. 
acquired by Miller in 1972. 
A few other breweries also made 
; 
For example, Meister Brau was 
' \ 
After working for one year on 
!. ·~ 
improving the taste,. Miller test ma::fketed their new product . : 
and found it an overwhelming succes~. For a short time 
.~ ' 
there was an inadequate supply to meE1t the demand. Other 
national companies scrambled to proQ.uce a similar product, 
~ ( 
enabling their customers to get the~r favorite tasting beer 
with fewer calories. 
Although the intense advertising campaign that went 
alohg with the introduction of this ~:~roduct was aimed at 
70 
men, it also proved successful "among young people and women, 
who may be lured by the lights into d,rinking beer for the 
first time" (26, p. 5). 
The Brewers Almanac (15) stated in 1956: 
Other factors believed.to h,ave led to gains 
(in consumption) included increased social ac-
ceptance of beer and ale; a more, important role 
played by women, who now are acqounting for 22 
percent of all malt beverage con!sumption (p. 3) . 
By 1976 women were reported to h,ave consumed 36 percent 
of the beer in the United States (47, p. 184). 
Miller also proved to be successful in reintroducing 
another idea that had been tried but never with significant 
popular results. This was the seven ounce bottle. "The 
smaller bottle was aimed at a segment, of beer drinkers who 
do not like having their beer get warp:t while they leisurely 
drink it ( 6 5, p. 3) • " 
A new development, stemming fro~ environmental aware-
ness, in the form of various "bottle bills" and packaging 
res:trictions may help to delay the de,mise. of some regional 
breweries. Savings from use of less energy in glass making 
will help to cut some present expensE:1s• At the same time, 
aluminum can manufacturers must deve~op an opening without 
the standard ring-pull tab, now illegal in a few states and 




Per capita beer consumption of beer has increased dur~ 
ing the study period. Per capita income also. increased. 
These increases did not occur proportionately in each state, 
income per capita does not influence the amount of consump-
tion, as it once did. 
Beer consumption no longer has a positive correlation 
with employment in manufacturing but rather a negative one. 
States where employment in manufacturing is a high percentage 
of the labor force are no longer the states with greater per 
capita consumption. 
The median age declined iri the Qnitea States during the 
study period. The relationship betwe,en consumption and 
meidan age went from a strong positiVie correlation to no 
relationship. This may be the interrq.ediate stage before a 
strong negative correlation in the f~ture. A return to a 
strong positive correlation, however,. is more likely if the 
group now consuming the largest quantity of beer (ages 18-, 
35) maintains its present consumptio~ level. 
No relationship was found betwe~n consumption per capi":"' 
ta and population over 21, by state. This variable may have 
proved more significant if used as a percentage by state of 
the United States total. 
The correlation between consumption per capita and num-
ber of breweries by state while never a strong positive rela-
tionship has become even less signif~cant. This due to op-
timum locations chosen by national br:ewing concerns. Rather 
than locate in state with the high consumption, a location 
~ ' 
seems to be chosen that will serve a:Q entire region. This 
t: 
l.leb was.seen in the relationship between consumption per 
\ I 
capita and production by state. 
States with the largest number Qf breweries are no 
72 
longer the greatestproducers of bee~. National brewers have 
increased capacity greatly while re'fional brewers have in-
creased only slightly. This means 9~e or two national brew-
ers in a single state can easily exceed the amount produced 
\ ~ 
by eight to ten regionals. 
The closing of regional brewer+~s in many states with 
large populations over 21 combined t~th opening of new 
I • : 
breweries in less populated areas h?-E! proc;luced a weaker re-
lationship between the amount of pr9quction and the popula..-
tion over 21. 
Conclusions 
Since the repeal of Prohibitiol(l, beer has gained in 
popularity and is no longer considered a less expensive way 
~ ; 
of getting drunk. Beer has been accp~pted among people of 
all income levels and by women in my.qh larger numbers than 
ever before. This trend will proba*~y become even stronger 
with the increase in sales related tQ lower calorie beers 
1 • 
and smaller container sizes. 
Sales of draught beer will continue to decrease and it 
:! ; 
will be produced only on a very lim~~ed basis. People have 
been convinced that canned and bott+~d beer is every bit as 
~ ) 
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good as draught. Since patrons do not mind the difference, 
) 
neither do tavern owners, who along ~ith producers, find 
there are f.ewer problems serving the :packaged product and as 
i 
much if not more profit. 
Only the largest vol,ume breweries will be able to con-
' ' 
tinue operations through the 1980s. ;Increased costs of 
every aspect, raw materials, energy~ labor and transporta~ 
tion will cause the demise of any r~~aining family brewing 
concerns and many regional. In the ~950s and 1960s only 
the "big five" will be able to incu+, these expenses by charg ... 
ing more for the product. Due to tbe greater volume in 
. j 
sales the increase will be.more eve~ly distributed than a 
. ' 
regional brewer would be capable of ~nd still show a profit. 
The 1990s will find only a few comp~~ies responsible for 
all beer produced in the United Stai;~s. 
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